The Value of TSC: What Our Members Have to Say

“The Science Coalition provides Dartmouth with an increased presence in Washington. Dartmouth leverages the Coalition’s network to engage with policymakers and various national higher education organizations, and highlight the important research conducted by our institution.”

Heather Drinan, Dartmouth College

“As a member of The Science Coalition, we understand the importance of sustained federal funding to the basic research programs at Penn State. Those programs not only lead to new discoveries that help our society but attract top-notch researchers to our campus. The Science Coalition’s role in communicating the real-world value of basic science is a key component of our ongoing efforts with policymakers.”

Dr. Neil Sharkey, Penn State University

“At University of Colorado, Boulder, we’re proud to be at the forefront of basic research and innovation. With a strong fundamental research program, we shape tomorrow’s leaders and drive American innovation in the areas of aerospace and defense, Earth and environmental sciences, energy, biotechnology, human health and resilience, and more. The Science Coalition helps us achieve those goals by presenting a unified voice to Congress and the Administration on the need for stable and robust funding for federal research agencies.”

Heather Bené, University of Colorado, Boulder

“The Science Coalition assists Washington State University in forging new partnerships with stakeholders, which ultimately help advance our institution’s abilities to conduct basic research that lead to life-changing breakthroughs in national security, clean technologies, agriculture, health sciences innovation, and more.”

Glynda Becker, Washington State University